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Flambeau River Papers
Makes a Comeback
With a Revised Energy
Strategy
Burdened by increasing
operational costs, a century-old
paper company in Wisconsin
changes the way it used energy
to turn around its business from
a complete shutdown in 2006 to
thriving paper production today.
The closure of the Flambeau River Papers
in 2006 was not surprising. The mill’s
enormous dependence on fossil fuel
and its use of antiquated machinery had
crippled the company in the face of rising
energy costs. A fresh approach to energy
management implemented by its new
owners, however, changed the course for
the company. The company has seen an
increase in paper production by 11.9%
since 2006, benefiting from an initial
Energy Savings Assessment* conducted
in 2007 and subsequent changes at the
mill. Steps such as fuel switch and energy
efficiency improvements in plant’s steam
systems, combined with a grassroots
approach that relies on its employees
for recommendations, have all made it
happen for Flambeau River Papers.1

The Company

Flambeau River Papers has been a major force of economy for the city of Park Falls, a
small town in northern Wisconsin with a population of roughly 2,262.2 Originally opened
in 1896, the mill has been one of the largest employers of Prince County in Wisconsin,
producing a variety of paper products, such as printing, cover stock, tag, reply card, index,
freesheet, envelope, and laser bond paper. Park Falls was thus hit hard when Flambeau
River had to shut down its mill in 2006 due to its exorbitant energy costs and antiquated
machinery. The mill’s closure had left approximately 13.2% of the city’s residents
unemployed.
Flambeau River, however, received a fresh lease on life under a new ownership led by
Butch Johnson. All its previous employees were offered their jobs back at the same salary
and benefits prior to the mill’s closing, an offer which was accepted by approximately
92.0% of them.3 The reopening of the mill had also provided a unique opportunity to revise
the company’s business model and identify what needed to be in place in order for the
company to thrive.

The Mill’s Energy Challenges
Pulp and paper mills have traditionally been large consumers of energy in the United
States and thus bound to be hit by the rising energy costs if their processes are not utilizing
modern standards of efficiency and are heavily dependent on fossil fuels.
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Source: Energy Information Administration (http://www.eia.doe.gov/cneaf/electricity/st_profiles/sept08wi.xls)
* The U.S. Department of Energy’s Industrial Technologies Program offers Energy Savings Assessments to help
manufacturers identify inefficient processes and ways plants can consume energy more effectively. To learn
more, visit http://www1.eere.energy.gov/industry/saveenergynow/assessments.html.
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Prior to the Flambeau River plant’s
bankruptcy and closing in 2006, the
plant consumed 1.3 trillion Btu in
2005 from fossil fuel. Although down
significantly from the 1.5 trillion Btu
from fossil fuel consumed the prior year,
the mill’s energy consumption coupled
with skyrocketing electricity and natural
gas prices had a severe impact on the
plant. The company was spending
$11.0 million on energy.7 Controlling
energy bills was thus a priority when the
company came under new management
after its purchase.
Flambeau River Papers is
committed to responsible
proactive energy management
and will practice energy efficiency,
controlled consumption, reduced
energy costs, and continued
improvement procedures
throughout the mill. Flambeau
River Papers ensures the effective
use of energy to maintain,
produce, and deliver product to
its customers. These practices
will uphold and comply with both
Flambeau River Paper’s safety
and environmental policies, in our
efforts to become fossil fuel free.
Flambeau River Papers’
Policy Statement

Exhibit 2 : Average Industrial Natural Gas Price in Wisconsin
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In 2006, paper mills throughout the
U.S. consumed 2,354 trillion Btu of
energy, approximately 11% of total
energy consumed by the entire U.S.
manufacturing industry.4 Between
2002 and 2006, the average industrial
electricity price in Wisconsin rose 18.7%
from $.0493 to $.0585 per kilowatt hour
(Exhibit 1),5 while the average industrial
natural gas price rose from $5.23 to $9.40
per thousand cubic feet – a much steeper
increase of 79.7% (Exhibit 2).6 The
climbing energy prices heavily impacted
the operational costs of Flambeau River
Papers.
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The New Energy Management Approach
Once the plant reopened and stabilized, Flambeau River Papers established energy
efficiency and fossil-fuel-independence goals for the company and devised am energy
management plan to ensure that these goals are met. In shaping its plan, the company
management had sought advice from employees for what could be done to improve the
company’s energy situation and profitability.
The company aims to achieve its goals through energy trending, fuel switch, and
continual process improvements. Most importantly, the company management decided
to take a bottom-up approach, encouraging recommendations from plant-level staff
for improved operations. The company believes that its goals will only be met if every
employee commits to making energy efficiency a priority and through education.
Based on the input received and other factors, the company’s Energy Committee
updates a project prioritization spreadsheet each month – a tool that the plant uses to
determine which energy efficiency improvements to implement next.8 As an Energy
Committee rule, there are a minimum of 10 projects on the prioritization list at all
times, and committee members must identify funding sources for 6 projects while
trying to have at least 3 projects going at any given time.
Further, in an effort to be energy-independent, the company also plans for a biorefinery
to come online by 2013. The company estimates the plant will consume 660 billion
Btu from fossil fuels in 2009. The planned biorefinery is expected to produce 8.0
million gallons of Fischer-Tropsch mid-distillate, “green diesel” and 8.0 million
gallons of paraffinic wax each year that can be sold for candles and box lining among
other uses. The green diesel will be sold for blending or “as is” use during warmer
months.
Flambeau River’s energy management approach has been paying off in expanding the
mill’s operations ever since. It has enabled the company to maintain a steady annual
energy cost while increasing its production 11.9% from 135,000 to 151,000 tons of
paper each year.9 These measures have also led to reduced labor costs.
Additionally, the company estimates to grow from its current 315 employees to 355
when its planned biorefinery comes online in 2013.10 The biorefinery will also serve an
emissions goal set by the company – to make the mill carbon neutral by 2013.
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Making the Changes
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Exhibit 3 Actual Annual Energy Efficiency Savings

Participation in an Energy Savings
Assessment and Implementations
To help with the plant’s transformation,
Flambeau River had participated in
August 2007 in an Energy Savings
Assessment (ESA), offered by the U.S.
Department of Energy’s Industrial
Technologies Program (ITP). ESAs are
a valuable resource for manufacturers
provided by ITP to help identify ways
plants can consume energy more
effectively.
At the time of its ESA, the company was
most concerned with reducing its natural
gas consumption and opted to participate
in a three-day steam assessment of its
natural gas boiler. The Energy Expert
used a two-part process to complete the
ESA. First, ITP’s Steam System Scoping
Tool was used to profile and score steam
system operations. The plant’s steam
system scored 65.3%, which is rated
as average.+ Next, the Steam System
Assessment Tool was utilized to analyze
potential energy- and cost-savings if
the plant managers were to implement
certain recommendations.
The ESA had identified several near- and
mid-term opportunities§ to improve the
plant’s steam system efficiency. The
plant weighed all the recommendations
in consultation with Focus on Energy,
a state-based program that provides
resources for energy efficiency projects,
and decided to implement the following
measures.
Energy Efficiency Improvements
The mill has improved its efficiency
through the purchase, installation, and
use of variable frequency drives, new
pumps, lighting upgrades, and process
improvements in the plant’s steam
systems. The plant has also implemented
heat recovery systems through the
hood exhaust in the mill and biomass
dryer and stack in the boiler house.
Additionally, a wastewater treatment
system has been installed in the mill. The
plant prioritized these recommendations
after participating in the ESA and
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Evaporator Temperature Control

consulting with Focus on Energy. The Energy Committee also utilized its project
prioritization spreadsheet to determine which projects should be implemented next.11
Management implemented the hot water heat recovery system and installed pipe
rerouting projects first because they required a plant shutdown. This action proved to
be very economical because these projects were implemented before the employees
came back to work.
Fuel Switching
Flambeau River Papers plans to no longer use coal as a base for its electricity by
the end of 2009. It plans to replace it with other fuels such as pulp, bark, tree tops,
branches, logging residue, and damaged wood as feedstocks for biomass. The company
will also utilize wood tar from liquid smoke, red liquor, and industrial pellets to meet
this goal. These feedstocks will be used to make ethanol at the plant’s biorefinery when
it opens in 2013. Through the Fischer Tropsch process, the biorefinery will produce
Fischer Tropsch second generation alternative fuel and paraffinic wax. The biofuel
will also supply the mill with 150 psi steam for paper-making along with residual hot
water.12

Implementation Support from Organizations and Programs
Overall, Flambeau River Papers invested $15 million on energy efficiency and
alternative energy improvements. These improvements have been a collaborative
effort where the state of Wisconsin and U.S. Department of Energy helped provide
consultation and a $5 million loan for implementing the recommendations (with
$5 million from the state in matching funds). Focus on Energy and CleanTech
Partners also provided technical support for the projects. Focus on Energy is a state
program that provides financing and resources to help Wisconsin residents and
businesses implement energy efficiency projects. CleanTech Partners is a non-profit
private organization also helping Wisconsin businesses invest in energy efficiency
technologies. To date, Flambeau River Papers has achieved $10.5 million in costsavings as a result of these projects.13
+ Scores below 50% are poor. Scores about 75% are above average.
§ Near-term activities have payback periods of less than two years. Mid-term opportunities have a two- to
four-year return on investment period.
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Exhibit 4: Mill Annual Energy Consumption from Fossil Fuels
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**Totals through 2009 are actual totals, whereas totals through 2013 are projections.

Implementation Impacts
Energy Impacts
The mill has traditionally been heavily reliant on fossil fuels to meet the plant’s energy needs. However, Flambeau River Papers is
steadily moving toward its commitment to reduce fossil fuel consumption each year until 2013 when the company aims to become
energy independent.
In 2009, fossil fuels account for 48.0% of the plant’s purchased energy, 4.2% of which is used for building heat and steam systems and
37.0% for combined electrical generation. As shown in Exhibit 3 below, the mill will reduce its fossil fuel energy consumption 100.0%
between 2007 when the mill was re-operational to 2013 when the biorefinery is scheduled to come online.14

Exhibit 5: Mill Carbon Dioxide Emissions
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Flambeau River Papers’ efforts to improve energy efficiency have simultaneously reduced the company’s greenhouse gas emissions
from fossil fuels. For every one ton of paper produced in 2001, the company was directly contributing to one ton of carbon dioxide
emissions. Today, the company contributes only 620 pounds of carbon dioxide emissions for every ton of paper produced.15
DOE/GO-102009-0000 Month Year
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Financial Impacts
Over the last 3.5 years, Flambeau River Papers has spent $15.0 million in energy projects and earned a total of $10.0 million through
annual savings. If Flambeau River Papers’ annual savings stay level, their payback period would be 5.25 years.16

Conclusion
Flambeau River Papers’ energy management approach has resulted in $2.6 million in annual energy savings and increased the
production by 11.9% since 2006, when the mill was shutdown as a losing business. Its goals for improved energy efficiency and
reduced dependence on fossil fuel, and a bottom-up approach to implement them have not only revived the business but its hometown,
Park Falls, Wisconsin.
Tasking the plant-level staff with the responsibility of making energy improvements may be an effective strategy and a natural
approach, given that the workers on the floor are the most familiar with the plant processes – both their strengths and their failures.
Flambeau River has applied this approach to their advantage. Its energy management approach underlies a successful business model
for manufacturers looking to improve their profitability and competitiveness.
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